**Property Inspections**

Optimize inspections by leveraging digital tools to verify key property changes and risks throughout the policy life cycle.

**Auto Inspections**

Leverage digital tools to verify key auto underwriting risks during the policy life cycle.

---

**OneXperience™** is a simple, scalable, solution-oriented digital verification tool that is applicable to national, regional, agricultural, and InsurTech firms. The tool can be used to digitize key underwriting features and risks in both personal auto and property lines of business.

---

**Policy Improvements**

- **OneXperience in action**
  - Auto Inspections
  - OneXperience can help

---

**Inspection Examples**

**Condition:** Course of construction, addition, or other changes

**Coverage A Value:** Home has features that justify a higher or lower valuation

**Hazard:** Exterior (pool, balcony without railing, yard debris) or interior (old plumbing, unsafe materials near furnace, hoarding)

**Home age:** Age exceeds a specific range (usually 30–40 years)

**Information confirmation:** Paperwork copies or completion of claim work or construction

---

**Auto Inspections**

- **Condition:** Course of construction, addition, or other changes
- **Coverage A Value:** Home has features that justify a higher or lower valuation
- **Hazard:** Exterior (pool, balcony without railing, yard debris) or interior (old plumbing, unsafe materials near furnace, hoarding)
- **Home age:** Age exceeds a specific range (usually 30–40 years)
- **Information confirmation:** Paperwork copies or completion of claim work or construction

---

**OneXperience can help**

- Reduce inspection wait times by up to 70%
- While cutting inspection costs by 50% or more

---

To learn more about how OneXperience can enhance your property and auto underwriting, please contact us:

verisk.com/OneXperiencePL
1.800.888.4476
info@verisk.com
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